
Watercolor with movement
This can be completed with photopea or photoshop



Find a photo a 
person that 
shows

Movement

“ implied 
Movement” 

Make sure the 
photo you save 
is

-high res



Delete your 
background

Pixlr bg

Open image> pick 
your photo



Go to photopea

Create a new image

- Letter sized

file> open and place

Edit> free Transform

- Scale the image up without 
warping

- Scale it up so the figure fills 
at least 1 third of the 
image… bigger is better!



Prep the 
image
image> adj> 
black and white



enhance/ increase 
the contrast

image> adj> levels



Using the paint bucket 
tool fill the background 
with black 



Select both layers

Right click and 
merge



Layer > 
duplicate

On the top 
layer

Image> adj> 
posterize



Choose like 10 to 20



select> color Range

Click to choose the 
highlight then using the 
plus add to the 
selection

Increase the fuzziness



While the 
selection is on

Select> inverse



\
Now click the 
mask icon on 
the bottom of 
the layer box



Now find Fast 
watercolor 
stroke or 
splashes

Right click> 
copy



Edit paste

Choose the magic 
wand tool 

Select and delete 
(backspace)

The background



Drag the paint 
layer under 
the masked 
layer

Free 
transform and 
place it



Change the layer mode 
of the painted layer to 
multiply 



Continue to 
paste in fast 
paint 
splashes and 
arrange them 
underneath 
the masked 
layer

Make sure to 
delete their 
backgrounds



Once you have added 
at least 5 paint 
splashes 

Consider adding a 
watercolor background 
image to fill the whole 
area



Now find 
another 
backgoun
d 
watercolor 
image

Right click 
copy



Paste it on top

Scale it up

Change the 
mode of the 
layer to 
Lighten



For each of painted 
splash layer adjust 
the hue

image> adj > hue 
and saturation 



Save and 
hand in 
your 
project


